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Caitlin
and I am a User Experience Designer.

My name is

I am a web and user experience designer in Ann Arbor, Michigan. I’ve
been working in design since 2009, and recently finished my degree in
Human-Computer Interaction. Since moving to Ann Arbor in 2011, I
have worked with companies, organizations and individuals in the metro
Detroit area and across the country.
My design process is very
user- and client-centric.
I am a big believer in
iteration: turning ideas
into creations, improving
the creations with more
ideas, and learning a lot in
the process.

Talk to people
Sketch

Wireframe
Prototype
Test

I firmly believe that if you understand the users you are trying to reach
when you’re building a website, your presence on the web will be better
for it. In addition to designing based on usability standards, I advocate
for talking directly to the end-users of the product: to figure out what they
want, what they need, and how best to use the website to serve them.

WHEN I’M NOT DESIGNING:

(read)
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(knit)

(game)

(cycle)
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ORCI: USER EXPERIENCE RESEARCH
I worked with a team to perform a usability assessment of the
website for the Office of Research Cyberinfrastructure (now
ARC) at the University of Michigan. Our goal was to provide a list
of recommendations that ORCI could follow so their site could
better serve its user base. I served as the graphic designer and
the report compiler for the team.

INTERACTION MAP
We created an interaction map early in the project to
depict the paths a user could take through the site.
It served as a handy guide for us as we tested the
site. It became more difficult to use as time went
on, as our clients were actively improving the site
throughout the course of the project.

PERSONAS AND SCENARIOS
We interviewed five potentials users
of the site and created three personas
from the resulting information to serve
as representative (though fictional)
users. We also wrote scenarios for
each persona to illustrate how the site
could be used.

James Evans

Professor of Mathemics

P�rs�n� #2
Occupation:
Professor of Mathematics (tenured)
at the University of Michigan
Demographic Info:
Age: 52
Gender: male
Education:
PhD from MIT in 1985
Technical Level:
Website: Medium
CI resources (ﬂux): High
James has used Flux for his
research since it became available
in 2010. He wants to keep as up to
date as he can on the world of
cyberinfrastructure.
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Needs:
- to ﬁnd resources and collaborators for
projects (e.g. coauthors)
- to be apprised of current research in
his ﬁeld
- to be made aware of new technologies as they become available
- to publicize his own work

“I want websites I visit to be so
useful that it would be a hassle
not to go.”

Goals:
- aspires to win the Fields Medal
- currently working on his 4th book;
wants to continue writing
- wants to be able to introduce his
students to new ways of researching
in his ﬁeld

Dr. James Evans is a tenured Mathematics professor at the University of Michigan and has been since 1997. He loves teaching so much that he has
authored three math textbooks and is looking to write a fourth.
James is fairly tech-savvy, and uses computers and the internet for most of his
research and writing work. He and several of his colleagues in the math
department are interested in cyberinfrastructure and use Flux for their
research on a regular basis. James receives emails from ORCI and knows that
he needs to pay attention to what is happening in the ﬁeld since many of his
students are also interested in using cyberinfrastructure.
Jamesʼs family is originally from Boston, but since moving to Ann Arbor and
beginning work at the university, he has never wanted to move back. His two
children are in elementary and middle school and his wife works part-time as
a nurse. In his spare time, he enjoys reading, listening to music, and solving
Sudoku puzzles.
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ORCI: USER EXPERIENCE RESEARCH
COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS

Appendix B - Comparison Matrix
ORCI Website

Site name

"TBD."

Nickname
Type of competitor

Criteria

Points

Our client
Description

CAC (Flux)

Social Media

1

Score
High Performance Computing

Visibility
of system status
Services

Grant Writing Services

20

0

3

Directory

0

Bulletin Board / Forum / Job
or Project Postings

0

2

Up-To-Date News and Events

School
/ Company
Colorsand
(or
Match
between
system
color scheme)
realgood
world

Easy to View / Read

Have an underutilized Twitter feed
and a listserve, but that's it

Description

Facebook, Twitter, YouTube,
Tumblr buttons at the top of every
page. These appear to be for the
College of Engineering rather than
Kristen
CAEN specifically,
though.

1

Description
Score
Description
CAEN has
XSEDE,
andjob
Nyx,of
"Comments are closed" at the
ORCI
doesFlux,
a nice
the website provides info on each,
Information, but no direct
bottom of each news post. No
keeping navigation consistent
CAC runs flux, and has lots of useful
wiht detailed info for Flux, including
accessibility
to resources
Standardized
menu or
that shows
4 2
4
0
explanation as to why, or
0links to on
page
and highlighting
go through the
information
the every
CAC and
ORCI
services
users is
must
which -page
selected
whether there is a comment
which page you are currently
CAC site
(http://www.engin.umich.edu/caen/h
functionality.
on.
pc).
Flux page talks a little bit about
grants, but no services

CI Days 2011 is not a menu
option.

To be put into place soon

blog posts can be viewed

individually by clicking on the
Nothing.

0

2

0

2

date until the title of the post.

the point?
This What's
possibly relates
to the There
doesn'tpage,
seemwhich
to be
more inthan
consists
"Academics"
one post
its entirety
of theper
lineday.
“Please
0
contact the CAC's academic
administration at cacwhen cycling
through individual
info@umich.edu
for current
information.”
blog posts, sub-menu on left

Blog posts from the "Featured
Research" page include multiple
links that all go to the same
3
navigation bar disappears, as
page (title, date, 'continue
do the archive links on the right.2
0
Nothing.
reading')

To be put into place soon

1

4

A lot of thought was put into the
look and design of the site;
Wordpress-based

3

41

Gold
andpages
Maize, and
but not
obnoxiously
Most
links
have
sounderstandable
(thank goodness). titles
Other that
colors
lead
are also consistent across site.
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2

3

Caitlin

Score

Slow to post news, videos from CI
Right
onnothe
CI Days
Days,
etc.menu
Little to
news
pages only
can be
overlooked
regarding
CI outside
of UM.
Internal
news
relativelythe
up to
date.
andisclutters
page

2.5

The site features a Twitter feed,
viewable on multiple pages

2

Adriana

it would be
nice ifthe
the
main
The homepage
includes
Twitter
page for 'learning' reflected and4
1 feed, plus news about recent or
upcoming
outages.upon the sub-menu
elaborated
in the left hand navigation menu

3.5

bolded text in left nav menu to
indicate current page is

to the expected locations.

Very clean. Alt-tags could be less
superfluous.

The site is standardized with a low-

inconsistent (ex: when in sub 3
3 key look. It's not exciting, but not
pages and
listed
right side menu
horrendous,
fullyinfunctional.
for news and events, nothing on
left side is in bold)
mysterious
poster
sessions
The page
is blue, with
the Maize
M
0 at thecontent
ispage
no longer accessible 4
top of the
good.

3.5

2

Functionality / Architecture

HEURISTIC EVALUATION

2
General Ease of Navigation

3.5

Accessibility of CI Day 2011 info is
strange; otherwise pretty easy to
get around. Generally consistent.

3

Appropriate Menu Items

3

Intuitive Item Grouping

3.5

User control and freedom
Lack of Dead or Superfluous
Links

Consistency and standards
Internal vs. External Content

1
3

1

2

2

Intended Users

N/A

Total Points (56 possible)

3

33

Some items are vague. Others (CI
Days) are out of date and/or not
indicative of content on page.

Generally good, except for
vagueness

3.5

3

1

are stupid. No dead links, yet.

"Get Support"
consistsand
almost
The menus
are straightforward
of e-mail
addresses. 3
lead entirely
to the expected
information.
Name could be better / clearer;
something related to 'contact'?

Thecontent
menuislinks
areof site; links
Most
outside
tostandardized
outside content across
are not obviously
pages.
so and do not open in new
tab/window

leaving the site.

3.5

Nope.

Score

link to CI Days 2010 as sub-

Most of the links are internal, as
menu on left navigation, but no
they deal directly with flux. Most
3
similar
to CI Days
2011
so, such
as
external
links link
are clearly
vendor manuals.

N/A

2

logo
thetotop
People
wholink
areat
likely
useoforthe
are page,
already
Flux.
Very universitybutusing
not for
OVPR
or UM main N/A
centric.
ORCI
is probably the UM
page
links.
site better suited for outreach.

Provides info and services to
(unclear as to which they are)
support grants, does not provide
have both categories and tags,
help with grant writing.

3

Directory not provided.

Moderated email lists.

3

Job and project postings for ITS,
sometimes you don't
but not for researchers

RSS feeds, Twitter feed, news
articles, information about service
outages, Facebook pending.

3

when
News pageArchives
is slightly page,
outdated
(last you view
individual
post, the menu ba
item is Decan
20110,
but Service
2
(outages) page
is current.
on the
left changes and you can

2

sometimes you have the option
to 'reply' or comment on
posts/news items and
on the Featured Research

no longer view the link to take
you back to the archives page

The site is standardized and is
consistent with the School of
Engineering's website. It's not
terribly exciting, but it looks
professional and is functional.

2.5

Basic level navigation not
Maize and
blue, with the to
Michigan
M
overwhelming
new users,
but
4
0at the top and bottom of each page.
still appropriate terminologywise.

The site is standardized and
consistent, but includes very cheesy
link
CI Days
pictures
onNo
all of
thetopages.
It is 2011 in left
3
hand
menu
bar
professional
(except
for the
pictures), and functional.

Get Started
Maize andGet
blue,Support
consistentand
across
the2pages.pages - these phrases are

vague and not terribly helpful.
Lack of Consistency. Some
pages are clear and simple,

The text is easy to read, the layout
is consistent, but there is a lot of
It might
be page
nice -tocan
further
information
on each
be
3
the Resources +
difficult narrow
to identifydown
the information
2
that you're
looking section
for.
Services
into more

Clear, easyexplaining
to read text,terms
consistent
for a lay
layout.

The site is really dense. Everything
is straightforward, but there's just a
lot of information aimed at several
different audiences. The sitemap is
for the entire School of Information,
so it's quite extensive. Also, the
sitemap requires that you click on
each link to show the items nested
below, which sort of defeats the
purpose of having a sitemap.

2

The site is dense - navigation is
difficult, and the navigation bar at
the top, which you would expect to
take you back to the homepage,
does not. It is also difficult to tell if
you're at the ITS or ITCS page.

The menus are pretty
straightforward and lead to clear
information. It's not clear that the
top menu will take you away from
CAEN, though, until you click and
end up somewhere else.

3

Menus are straightforward, difficult
to navigate back once you've clicked
through to an item.

3

groups.

Items are mostly grouped together
as expected. Nearly every item on
3
the menu has a separate FAQ
ORCI
could
do a better job of
page, which
seems
counter-intuitive.

showing the user where they
came from and how they got to
Links are
valid
and useful.
the
current
page They
(i.e.
3
open in the same window, taking the
breadcrumb trail)

3

user away from the site, though.

Search
bar appropriately
Most links
are internal
either to
CAEN or
to School
of not
Engineering
labeled
(i.e.
labeled “find”)
3
resources. External links provided
are relevant (such as XSEDE).

0

I’d Like To… section is a little

University of Michigan School of
unconventional and may be
Engineering Students, Staff,
N/A
to users.
Faculty,confusing
Alumni. Others
interested
in the School of Engineering.

3

4

Make sure HTML and CSS
validate!
32.5

2

4

Most image alt tags are nonexistent and the ones that do
exist aren’t very helpful.

4

CI Days 2010 has odd, semioutdated links, only accessible
when 'about' on right-hand
menu has be selected.

learning - U-M
courses

which users can click on within
each post, but no directory of
categories or tags for users to
sort content.

0

alt-tags for pictures exist, but
are stupid (orange digits, some
labeled as Screen Shot
accompanied by date and time)

Screen

Description

you to an external site.

Directory of CAEN staff, but not of
individuals using CAEN's resources.

left navigation puts text for
current page in bold, while right
menu disables hyperlink.
40.5
Inconsistent.

CI Days pages are jumbled and
3
difficult to navigate.
34

Rebecca

It is generally unclear if clicking

Does not provide
information
on high
a link will
take you
to a page
2
performance
computing.
within
the ORCI site, or will take

Blog posts/news events

Info about writing grants, including
instructions about how to include

Links are obviously links, but2
HPC resources like Flux in a grant
they aren’t labeled to indicate
2proposal.
whether or not they link outside
the site.

there's an alt-tag for the ORCI

HTML and Accessibility

People at UM interested in CI
validation found some errors,
and/or Flux; maybe people at other
but nothing
major.
institutions,
but site
isn't geared
towards that

3

4

9:37:00

what is this?
This would be a good place to
put the directory, but current
labels ('groups' and 'centers')
might be too vague

unnecessary.

Observation Type Key
User Comment
Error
Critical Incident
UX Researcher Observation

Time

In above list, can't tell where
people listed are actually

"Get Started" is vague, and
good. The
"Academics"
page is set
2 Mostly
possible
redundant
- page
is completely
3
up moresilly,
likeunhelpful,
an FAQand

$SSHQGL[%t8VDELOLW\7HVW'DWD/RJ3

User #1 - S
(female)
Task 1:
success: yes

(under CI Community) contains
straight list of people, not of
groups.

Search results page offers
relevant links, though some are
No issues found; no interactive
0
difficult to understand without
Mostelements.
of the links are useful, though
Links
to general
pages
following
theWikipedia
link.
3.5
they do open in the same window,
3

3

UC
E
CI
O

The text
is easy to Research
read if a bit Groups
CI-Related
3.5
bland.

based.
Some
All the
links and
menusare
areoutside of
UM.
straightforward,
though it's not
always
what information
is
CDclear
Squared
is referenced
in 3
on the site or below
where itthe title 1 available
the description
could be found.
1

Each team member individually performed a
heuristic evaluation on the site using Jakob
Nielsen’s original 10 heuristics. Once we
compiled our results, we found that we had
caught a surprising number of issues on the site.
We also wanted to evaluate the site based on
mobile and accessibility heuristics, but did not
have the time.
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"ITS, ITCS, What's the Difference?"
Partial competitor: within school
Points
Description

Aesthetics

General Attractiveness

Our semi-formal usability tests were
performed on users who had used ORCI’s
supercomputing services, but had never
used the site. The site mostly consisted
of static content at the time, so our
tests focused on the findability of the
information on the site.

UM ITS

"FAQs for Everyone!"
Partial competitor: within school
Points
Description

Services Offered

We performed a comparative analysis between
the ORCI website and several similar, publicfacing sites. Our clients were considering
several other features for their site (particularly
community-building features) and the
comparative analysis we did was helpful for
showing us how other sites used those features.

USABILITY TESTING

CAEN (High Perfomance

"The Bland and Straightforward Site"
Partial competitor: within school
Points
Description

audience, but some are highly
technical and nearly
meaningless to anyone who
isn't an expert in high
performance computing.

Mostly good, an overwhelming
amount of content so difficult to say
if it could be organized in a more
clear format.

0

no interactive elements

Links are valid, relevant.

On the various FAQ pages,
some show all content

3 links immediately
require
Most
are internal, or and
point some
to
UMich resources.
openon
in same
that youAllclick
each question
window. to reveal the answer.
2

Sometimes they explain
acronyms, sometimes they do

Members of the University of
not.
Michigan community.

No 'selected' properties for
links on right hand menu of CI
Days 2010 page at all.
CI Days 2010 has bar across
top of main page saying that
the event has concluded.
Nothing similar for CI Days
2011 pages.
outside links don’t (for the most
part) open in a new window

Severity Key
No usability issues
Minor issue
Bigger issue, but not an error
Significant usability error
Critical Incident/prevents
completion of task

1
2
3
4
5

Observation
type
O

Severity
(1-5)
1

UC

1

O

1

Task 2:

9:39:00

home

success: yes

9:39:00

CI days

1

9:40:00

posters listing for
2011

task 3:

9:42:00

home

UC

2

success: yes

9:43:00

news and events /
current events
main page

UC

3

9:44:00

learning

UC

1

9:45:00

XSEDE user portal
from online training
& documentation

1

Notes
found it very
quickly; had to
scan through
other course
listings in order to
see which ones
qualified
went home to
restart
this is 2012; not
what I want
not a mac user;
sees poster on
screen, but not
quite sure how to
save - figures it
out quickly
could pick
resources and
services or new
and events;
picked latter
might be
interesting to see
page divided into
different
categories
to see if there's
anything else
there
might be a good
place to go
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MSIS: USER EXPERIENCE DESIGN
I held an internship with the Medical School Application
and Information Services at the University of Michigan as a
part-time UX designer while I was in school. I worked with a
team of developers and analysts to create and maintain web
applications that are used internally throughout the Medical
School.

SKETCHING
When actively designing interfaces, I spent
about 70% of my time sketching – drawing
things out in a notebook, on a whiteboard,
or on scrap paper. Sketching not only helped
me refine my ideas before committing them
to a digital format, but also gave me visual
aids to use when defending and advocating
for my design recommendations.

WIREFRAMES
I created a number of sketches and
wireframes of screens for multiple
applications. Most of my work focused
on incorporating good design principles
and consistency throughout the sites
I worked on, and to provide annotated
guides for the developers on my team to
follow when it came time to create the
pages. In particular, I worked a lot with
form and table design.

Upload Prospect Data
user feedback:
red = bad
green = good

There were errors in the upload data.
Once you have modified the comma separated value file (csv), upload it here. Download a sample template here.

same as item
name in menu

Errors

Choose File

csv file from confluence

Upload

button grayed out
unless file is chosen
(highlighted with
blue otherwise)

not shown at all if
upload is successful

Search:
Line Number

Field

2

First Name

Text

Error
First name is a required field.

2

Last Name

2

Event Category

3

First Name

Last name is a required field.

6

Program Choice Two

10

Email

10

Citizenship

domestic

Type conversion error: entry is not valid.

10

Event Category

uni event

Type conversion error: no valid prospect category with this name.

uni event

Type conversion error: no valid prospect category with this name.
First name is a required field.

biov

Type conversion error: no valid program with this name.
Email is a required field.

Showing 8 of 8 entries.
from first row
in spreadsheet

6
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MSIS: USER EXPERIENCE DESIGN
MAPPING PROCESS / USER TASK FLOWS
Process Flow for Performing a Faculty Evaluation
1.

2.

Start

Select Program

Faculty Evaluation in menu

return to list view

1. Choose Faculty Evaluation in menu
2. Select program of study
- this takes you to a list view of students
3. Select the last name of the student you wish to evaluate
4. You will be taken to the individual student view,
where you can use the tabs to see:
- Evaluation form (default)
- Applicant Summary
- Student’s Application
5. To submit an evaluation, choose ‘start evaluation’ in the
Evaluation screen and fill out the form
6. You can view the evaluation you’ve submitted again
by choosing the student you’ve evaluated through the
list view

3.
select student

Individ. Student View
Faculty Applicant Evaluation

Student List View

review status: submitted

6.

4.

de
fa

ul

t

[sortable list - use
headings atop table]

View Submitted
Evaluation
Evaluation
(default)

rn

u
ret

Applicant
Summary

Student’s
Application

st

li
to
w

vie

Sometimes it was necessary for
me to map the path that the user
would take through a particular
site: in part as documentation
for the future, and in part to gain
familiarity with the application.
This particular model documents
the task flow that a faculty
evaluator would take to evaluate
a prospective student for the
Program in Biomedical Sciences.

5.

print

print

PDF

Start Evaluation
(Qualtrics)

USER INTERACE STYLE GUIDE
My primary project for the first half of
my internship was to design parts of a
web application being used to facilitate
admissions for students in the Program
in Biomedical Sciences (PIBS). Once the
application was mostly complete, I created a
style guide in order to document the design
decisions made during the creation of the
application.

© Caitlin Geier, 2015
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BEYOND PLAGIARISM
The Beyond Plagiarism project is a collaboration between the
University of Michigan Library and the Sweetland Writing
Center. Its purpose is to help students understand how to
correctly find, use, and cite sources in their work so as to avoid
plagiarism. I was brought on as a WordPress developer for the
project, and also spearheaded the usability efforts.
NOTE: This project is currently in progress.
http://beyondplagiarism.sweetland.lsa.umich.edu/

WORDPRESS DEVELOPMENT
I created a custom WordPress
theme for the site, based on
existing mockups. In building
the theme, I put emphasis on
responsive design, accessibility,
and usability so the site would be
clear and easy to use across as
variety of devices.

ACCESSIBILITY
Because the University of Michigan is a public institution, its web properties
must adhere to the guidelines set out in the American Disabilities Act. I met with
the accessibility expert on campus and took the time to optimize the site for
accessibility.

8
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BEYOND PLAGIARISM
GROUP USABILITY TESTING
No formal user research
had been done prior to my
being brought onto the team.
I persuaded the team that
performing usability testing on
the content and quizzes that
made up the learning modules
would be beneficial, and
spearheaded the effort by leading
usability tests and focus groups.

DOCUMENTATION AND STYLE GUIDE
I joined the group not knowing if I would
be a part of it for the entire lifespan of
the project. I began and maintained
a style guide to document the design
decisions made on the site, and included
documentation for the people who may
be editing or maintaining the site in the
future.

© Caitlin Geier, 2015
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AATA MOBILE APP REDESIGN
I took on the task of redesigning the mobile app used by the
Ann Arbor Transit Authority bus system as my semester-long
project for a course in interaction design. My primary focus was
to practice sketching, ideation and iterative design.

USER NEEDS ASSESSMENT
I started a scrapbook at the beginning of the
project so that I could more easily collect images,
sketches, and notes for inspiration. I think best
when I put ideas down on paper, so I wrote
down everything I could think of. This included
annotating screenshots that I had printed out and
taped into the book. It was helpful to have those
thoughts committed to paper once I was a month
or two down the road.

SKETCHING AND ITERATION
I sketched a lot as a form of brainstorming for this
project. One exercise was to create 40 sketches of
possible screens/ideas to use when building the
first prototype. It was helpful for me to start with
quite a few ideas and to narrow it down from there.
My current process when generating ideas is to
give myself a numbered goal and keep sketching
and making notes until I’ve reached it.

10
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AATA MOBILE APP REDESIGN
STORYBOARDING
I created storyboards to illustrate use cases. I
did this exercise fairly late in the process, and it
was not as helpful as I’d hoped. Having already
designed many of the screens, I had multiple
use cases in mind already. The exercise would
have been more useful had I been working on a
team with non-designers.

PAPER PROTOTYPE
The paper prototype was created primarily to find
gaps in the interactions before my ideas were
committed to a more permanent, digital format. I
found myself amending it during testing – it was
much faster to redraw a screen on a piece of scrap
paper than to create a new page in Illustrator.

MEDIUM FIDELITY PROTOTYPE
I created my final, medium-fidelity prototype for the
project using Illustrator to create static screens,
which I then made interactive using the InVision app.
My focus for the prototype was mainly on polish:
I found it easier to explain the interactions and to
refine ideas using the paper prototype.

© Caitlin Geier, 2015
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JANET HAMILTON: FINE ARTIST
I designed and developed a website using the WordPress CMS
for Janet Hamilton, an artist in the Pacific Northwest. The site
was designed in a more traditional manner to accommodate an
older, less web-savvy user base. I currently maintain the site.
www.janethamilton.com

CLIENT NEEDS ASSESSMENT
Janet has had a website since the early
2000s, but wanted something she could
update herself. I approached her with
WordPress as a platform for a new site, and
worked with her closely to reorganize the
content on the site.

Content Needed (eventually)
•

•

•

•

LOGO AND BANNER
•

The idea behind the logo was to have
her name (her brand) and a tagline,
coupled with a sample of her work.
There are several versions, each
incorporating a different piece of
artwork. A script is in place to display
a random banner each time the site is
loaded.

12

Main Page
o title (e.g. 'Hello!' or 'Welcome to my site')
o intro blurb - under the title. 1-2 short paragraphs about the purpose of the site. Can also
include recent news
o 3-4 images to use as featured paintings
o (upcoming exhibitions and classes will be auto-populated based on the exhibitions and
classes pages)
o (future: may include a link / form thing that people can fill out to be added to the
newsletter)
About
o biography blurb - shouldn't be longer than the height of the page
o resume
o picture of mom
Artwork
o any new paintings with:
• title
• medium
• category(-ies)
• price/status (e.g. sold)
• description blurb
• dimensions (width/height in inches)
o category assignments for all existing paintings (e.g. landscape, still life, etc.)
o written blurbs/descriptions for existing paintings (not necessary to have one for every
painting
Exhibitions
o for each upcoming exhibition:
• title
• start date
• end date (if applicable)
• start time / end time (if applicable - e.g. for an opening)
• location (e.g. city/state, maybe address, maybe phone number)
• link to gallery/show site (if applicable)
• description of event - can be as long as needed, but will be cut off after a certain
number of words on the main exhibitions page
• featured image (if applicable - e.g. of a painting in the show)
o list of galleries currently representing your work (if different from on current site)
Classes
o for each upcoming class OR session:
• title
• start date
• end date (if applicable; for sessions or workshops)
• start time
• end time
• location
• cost
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JANET HAMILTON: FINE ARTIST
WIREFRAMES AND MOCKUPS
I went through a series of wireframes and mockups
with Janet so the site would look the way she had
envisioned. Janet wanted a specific color scheme,
including a dark background; my primary focus in
the final design was on the use of whitespace.

WORDPRESS DEVELOPMENT
I created a custom child theme with custom post
types that I used to display two types of events
(shows and classes). I also created a custom
post type and custom taxonomy for storing and
displaying paintings.

TUTORIALS AND DOCUMENTATION
Janet had never used WordPress before, so I
created several tutorials for her that she could
follow when adding content to the site. The
tutorials are useful both as guides for Janet, and as
documentation for myself.
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